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Summary

A "modified" sequential procedure is developed to construct an ellipsoidal
confidence region for regression parameters in a linear model. The proposed
procedure requires fewer sampling operations than that required by the purely
sequential procedure and is strongly competitive with it. The moderate
sample size performance is'studied to demonstrate practical applicability of
the procedure. The basic ideas are borrowed from Hall [3].
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Introduction and Preliminaries

Let us consider the linear model

r„ = ^ ' (1.1)

where Y„ is an observed n X 1 random- vector, Xn is a- known n X p
matrix of rank P is X I vector of unknown parameters, and e„ is
the disturbance term following N„ (0, c®I„) distribution.

For specified i/, « (tf > 0, 0 < « < 1), suppose one wishes to construct
an ellipsoidal confidence region Rn for p, such that the maximum diameter
of R„ < 2d and (P e Rn) > «. Following Srivastava [5], it is defined by

R^ = [Z: (Z-^)' (y;r„) (Z-p„) < d^]
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where p„ = verify that

P(^s Rn) =.F(nd'lc*) (l.I)

where F(.) stands for the c.d.f. ofa x%) r.v. Let "a" by any constant
such that

(1.2)

It is obvious from (1.1) and (1.2) that to achieve P (p e /?„) > a, the
sample size needed is the smallest positive integer n > n^, where
no = ao^jd^. In the absence of any knowledge about a, we adopt the
following sequential procedure.

Let, for n >m i>p + 1), a2 = (« - p)-i y'„ [/„ - Xn
^n] Yn- Then, the stopping time N = N {d) is defined by

N = inf[n > m : n > a alld'̂ ] (1.3)

Recently, Mukhopadhyay and Abid [4] obtained second-order approx
imations for the sequential procedure (1.3) and proved the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. For the rule (L3), we have as d 0,

E(N) = no + ^ -2-p + 0{iy, iim> p + 3 (1.4)

P(P e 2?^) = « + (dM» [v - 3 - {(/7 + fl)/2}]/(a) + 0 (a«) (1,5)

if {i) m p + 3for p = 2 or /) > 4 and (ii) m 7 for p = 3, Here v is
specifiedandf (.) denotes thep.d.f. of^a r.v.

In the next section, following Hall [3], we shall develop a "modified"
sequential procedure, which requires fewer number of sampling opera-

' tions than that required by the purely sequential procedure (1.3) and is
strongly competitive with it.

2. A Modified Sequential Procedure

Let 0 < p < 1 and ^(>0) be specified constants. Take m (P p + 3)
3sthe initial sample, size and start sampling sequentially with stopping
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rule Ni, defined by

Ni = inf [«! > m : «i > p {ajd^)

Then jump ahead by taking N2 observations, given by

iV3 = [ W) aiV?+ ^]+ 1 (2.1)'

where K is to be evaluated. Define M = max (Ni, N2) and construct
Rm for p.

Now we state the following theorem.

Theorem 2. lim iVi = lim 7^3 = 00 a.s. (2.2)
rf->0 d-¥0

lim (Mint) = 1 a.s. (2.3)

lim E{MM'= 1 (2.4)
d^O

3£

(2pn„)-"« (TVi - pHa) -> i\^(0, 1) as rf -> 0 (2.5)

Proof. The proofs of (2.2) and (2.3) follow from the definitions of
7i, N2 and M. For the proofs of (2.4) and (2.5) we refer to Hall [3]
.,nd Grhosh and Mukhopadhyay [2J, respectively.

The main results of this section are stated in the next theorem.

Thhorem 3. For all m > p + 3, as d -*• 0,

E{M) = n, + K-p-2-9-^ + 00) (2.6)

Var (M) = 2p-i Wq + 0 (d-*) ' (2,7)

E/M - EM/* ---• 0 (i-0, for r > 0 (2.8)

and, for all K > max {p + 2 + (5 + 2a — 2p), 0}

Rm) > 0^ + 0 W (2.9)

Proof. The proofs of (2.6)-(2.8) can be obtained exactly along th?
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lines of that of Theorem 2 in Hall [3] after necessary modifications at
various places.

Using a Taylor series expansion, we obtain .

P(fi ERm) — a = £[F (Malno) — F(a]]
= E[(Malno - a) F'{a) + (1/2) {Mait^-afF'{a)]\-r{d)

where the remainder r[d) = 0 {d^E^M - - 0 id^), on using
(2.8). Now, using (2.6) and (2.7J, we.obtain after some algebra

/'(P ERm) - a = («'«„) {K - p-2 - p-i)/(a) + (aVlnf, { - 1/2
+ (pl2 ~ I) 0-1} {Var (M)}f(a) + 0 (d')

= (a/rii) [K-{p-\-l + p-i (5 + 2a - 2p))]f{a) + 0 {d^) and the
theorem follows.

3. The Moderate Sample Performance

Table 1 presents the results of Monte-Carlo experiment with pseudo
random bivariate normal deviates. Wefix /? = 2, ct = 1, m = 8, a = .95,
For 6 values of d, we conducted 500 trials for p_= .25, .5, .75. For each
set of 500 values of M, we computed the mean M, aswell as, thecoverage
probability P that the confidence region covers the origin. The procedure
behaves quite satisfactorily.' As expected, M approaches to theoptimum
sample size «o as p increases.

TABLE I : RESULTS OF .500 MONTE-CARLO TRIALS WITH
;? = 2,-ct = 1, m = 8, a = .95

P = .?5, K=9 P = .5, K = 7 • P = .75, K• = 6 ;
d «o A? P • M P M P

\ .015 458 467.2 .958 465.7 .952 459.6 .959

.025 165 178.3 .959 175.2 .985 163.7 .963

.05 42 45.7 .948 44.9 .951 44,5 .968

- .075 19 22.7 .954 • 21.3 .954 20.9 .964

.095 J2 15.8 .951 15.2 .956 13.8 .955

.100 U 16.3 .950 14.9 .954 12.6 ' .953
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